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POLICY

• INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG SERVICE (IDS)
• POLICY # 9.050

• #1 compliance with JCAHO Medication Management Standard 7.40

• #2 Activation Meeting- Pharmacy Dispensing Guideline
• who is doing what?
• Who is responsible for what?
Pharmacy Dispensing Guideline

- Dispensing logs from sponsor. If no sponsor logs are available, SC initial: __________ date __________
- Randomization process
- Receiving Shipment Confirmation Process
- Shipment records from a sponsor (yes, no)
- Every sponsor is different (over 120 protocols at IDS)
- IVRS account
- Re-supply process (IVRS or other)
- Returns will be stored and documented by Research Team. SC initial: ___________ date __________
IDS PHARMACY CHARGES PER YEAR
(UPDATE 2010)

DOSE PREPARATION AND DISPENSING:
One RX (one study drug) per a subject
$2,100.00

Oral or Topical study drug with documentation, storage, and disposal of study drug and returned drugs.

Study drugs are prepackaged and ready to dispense to a subject without IDS pharmacy intervention.
DOSE PREPARATION AND DISPENSING:

One RX (one study drug) per a subject

• Oral or Topical study drug without documentation, storage and disposal of returned study drugs. $1,680/YR

• Study drugs are prepackaged and ready to dispense to a subject without IDS pharmacy intervention

• Parental study drug with documentation and disposal of study drug. $2,100/YR

• Study drugs (inj.) are ready to prepare in the IV room as a standard IV preparation procedure at BMC pharmacy.
HIGH-RISK OR COMPLEX
$ 1,050/YR

- Time sensitive dose preparation and dispensing
- Other complicated preparation requested by a sponsor
- Complex treatment randomization procedure
- Complex recordkeeping and inventory required by sponsor

- Purchase of medications for the protocol
  (MEDICATION COST WILL BE BILLED TO A GRANT ACCOUNT)
- ITEMS CAN’T BILL TO A GRANT ACCOUNT. !!po#!!
24 HOUR ON-CALL SERVICE FEE

• HOW ABOUT AFTER 4:30 pm CALLS AND STUDY DRUG REQUEST
IDS PHARMACY CHARGES PER YEAR (UPDATE 2010)

• COMPOUNDING OR PREPACKAGING SERVICE

• BIOWASTE BUCKETS FOR RETURNED DRUGS WILL BE PURCHASED VIA ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICE BY A RESEARCH TEAM (ids pharmacy will assist)
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG SERVICE (IDS)  
POLICY # 9.050

• #9
• who is signed the study drug authorization form by hand?
• 1572 form
• Special situations - Nurse, pharmacist
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG SERVICE (IDS)
POLICY # 9.050

• Inpatients Currently Enrolled in an Outpatient Study at BMC- Continuation of Therapy
• To ensure safety, the physician should also contact the PI prior to ordering continuation of the study medication to rule out any contraindications to the medication based on the patient's current condition
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG SERVICE (IDS)
Policy # 9.050

• INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG DISPOSAL